
demands stamina for quite a long stretch

of quaver movement and the ability to

change key and time. However it remains

in the first position. It is perhaps a pity

that the publishers do not provide a

small amount of background information

about the pieces. One has to assume that

the title is connected with the composer’s

life in Devon. RACHEL GREENWOOD

Michaela’s Music House:

The Magic of the Violin 

Gwendolyn Masin

Musikverlag Muller & Shade, £32

This is an excellent, very well structured

tutor book which provides suggested

physical exercises for establishing the

basis of a sound technique for both 

left hand and bow hold and principal

bow strokes.

As a full time violin teacher I find

myself constantly trying to find different

ways of improving and establishing all

aspects of a good technique. This book

provides an invaluable resource of

exercises which are explained in a way

that a child of the age of 4+ would easily

be able to understand and actually love

doing. Each new game is accompanied

by a little story which helps the young

child understand the new underlying

concept and the book is beautifully

illustrated in a way that will be appealing

to both young pupils and teachers alike. I

found that having a series of

photographs accompanying the detailed

account of the stages involved in

explaining how to develop a sound bow

hold extremely helpful. In fact this book

could be seen as an invaluable reference

book by violin teachers when lateral

thinking is required to develop or indeed

improve the physical posture which we

as teachers are always aiming to achieve

or modify.

The author’s approach uses primarily

Tutor book 1 Sándor Jandany

Szervánsky’s Tutor book 1(1950) for the

first few steps of playing and also uses

Tunes for my Violin by Eleanor Murray

and Phyllis Tate B& H (1938) to provide a

different musical type of experience i.e.

music from both East and West. I can

think of other slightly more modern

books which could be substituted just

as effectively, for instance Colour Strings

books A and B by Géza Szilvay.

I have only one small criticism of this

approach with regard to the use of

colours to help the child establish the

relationship of the four strings and that is

the use of brown for the D and red for A

strings.These colours are very similar and

when you look in the book and find them

following on consecutively it is difficult to

tell the difference between the two.

Before Géza Szilvay went ahead with

publishing his tutor books which exploit

the use of colours in establishing the use

of the four strings, he consulted the

medical profession which recommended

the following combination E-Yellow, A-

Blue, D-Red and G-Green.

Summing up I would say that this

will be a reference book I will be able

to use extensively to improve my own

day to day teaching in schools and feel

sure my pupils will approve of the new

imaginative little games, analogies and

stories I intend to incorporate into my

lessons, Thank you so much

Gwendolyn Masin.

Glowing accolades endorsing this

book have come from great pedagogues

and performers such as Igor Ozim,

Maxim Vengerov, Anne Sophie Mutter

and David Zinman. DAVID COOPER

Let’s Swing

Violin and piano or CD backing

Roy McCormack

Spartan – ISMN 979-0-57999-892-1, £15.99

Approx. grade 2-5 

reviews
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Let’s Swing contains 14 original swing

numbers composed by Roy McCormack

who teaches flute and conducts

ensembles, choirs and orchestras, but also

works with students to set up rock bands

and learn improvisation.The pieces are

graded. Kiss Blues uses the simple D E F or

D E F# motif, ideal for beginners (wider

opps?) or third position starters. I enjoyed

Take it Easy which introduced ‘blues’notes,

and Laid Back Zak – the first piece with a

bit of drive (but a very awkward

enharmonic phrase plus shifting). Top

Banana, a swing based on the 12-bar

blues, had definite character and rhythm,

and by the end of the book Too Cool for

Summer and following numbers give jazz

format (as in AB Jazz Piano exam music)

beginning with the ‘head’, then

encouraging improvisation around given

notes but there is a written out alternative.

I did find the first numbers in the

book rather bland, but those mentioned

displayed distinct character and could be

useful for keen jazz students or for group

teaching. It might have been useful to

include instructions on how to swing and

use these pieces to best effect.There are

a lot of similar books on the market; I’m

not sure that this one would stand out –

unless you need more repertoire in this

style. SUE RIVETT

El Viaje: 14 Tangos and other pieces

Violin and piano

Astor Piazzolla

Boosey and Hawkes M-060-12072-5, £8.99

Approx. grade 4-6

This new publication comprises

characteristic pieces from the master 

of tango nuevo.
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The Magic of the Violin  

Gwendolyn Masin  
Musikverlag Muller & Schade, £32

This is an excellent, very well-
structured tutor book which 
provides physical exercises for 
establishing the basis of a sound 
technique for both left and right 
hands, the bow-hold and principal 
bow strokes.
 As a full-time violin teacher I 
find myself constantly trying to find 
different ways of improving and 
establishing all aspects of a good 
technique. This book provides an 
indispensable resource of exercises 
which are explained in a way that a 
child of the age of 4+ would easily 
be able to understand and actually 
love doing. Each new game is 
accompanied by a little story which 
helps the young child understand 
the new underlying concept and the 
book is beautifully illustrated in a 
way that will be appealing to young 
pupils and teachers alike. I found 
that having a series of photographs 
accompanying the detailed account 
of the stages involved in explaining 
how to develop a sound bow-hold 
extremely helpful. In fact, this book 
could be seen as an invaluable 
reference book by violin teachers 
when lateral thinking is required  
to develop or indeed improve  

the physical posture which we  
as teachers are always aiming  
to achieve or modify. 
 The author’s approach uses 
primarily Violin Tutor, Book One  
by Sándor, Járdány and Szervánsky 
(1950) for the first few steps of 
playing and also uses Tunes for my 
Violin by Eleanor Murray and Phyllis 
Tate (1938) to provide a different 
musical type of experience i.e. 
music from both the East and West.  
 Summing up, this is a reference 
book I will be able to use extensively 
to improve my own day-to-day 
teaching in schools; I feel sure 
my pupils will approve of the new 
imaginative little games, analogies 
and stories I intend to incorporate 
into my lessons. Thank you so much 
Gwendolyn Masin. 
 Glowing accolades endorsing 
this book have come from great 
pedagogues and performers such 
as Igor Ozim, Maxim Vengerov, 
Anne-Sophie Mutter and David 
Zinman. DAVID COOPER


